Introduction
============

Infants and young children perform more poorly on tasks involving transfer of learning from television to real-life situations than in direct face-to-face interactions. This finding, which has been termed the *transfer deficit* ([@B3], [@B4]), is supported by data from multiple investigations including imitation ([@B5]; [@B25]; [@B43]; [@B69]; [@B57]; [@B23]), object retrieval ([@B67]; [@B68]), self-recognition ([@B64]), and object recognition tasks ([@B17]; [@B56]). For example, [@B23] reported a transfer deficit that persisted across early childhood. Using an imitation procedure, they modeled assembly of a 3-piece puzzle of a fish or a boat via either a live or televised demonstration. Toddlers (2- and 2.5-year-olds) imitated significantly fewer gestures and goals following a video demonstration than a live demonstration. This transfer deficit is problematic for early childhood learning, especially with the increased popularity of computers, television, and other interactive media as teaching tools for infants and toddlers ([@B50], [@B51]).

One account of the deficit notes that it may be challenging for children to perceptually match features between encoding and retrieval when the features undergo changes in color, brightness, motion, and depth information between the demonstration (e.g., video) and the test. These changes increase the *transfer distance* ([@B2]) between the training and test situations; that is, the degree of similarity between encoding and retrieval of new information. Other accounts focus on the effect that transfer distance has on specific aspects of memory processing including symbolic understanding ([@B67]), memory flexibility ([@B28]) and memory binding ([@B45]). The transfer deficit can be ameliorated by manipulations that reduce transfer distance and increase memory flexibility (see [@B3], [@B4]; [@B66] for review and discussion) through repetition ([@B6]), social engagement ([@B65]; [@B43]; [@B63]), contingency cues (eye contact, directed gaze, directed pointing; [@B21]), and increased perceptual realism ([@B55]; [@B57]). Given the well-established beneficial role of context in learning, the present study sought to address whether the inclusion of a semantically meaningful context would ameliorate the transfer deficit on an established imitation task in 2- and 2.5-year-olds.

Effect of Context
-----------------

Context is the physical, temporal, and affective or internal environment within which an event occurs ([@B15]). The role of context in learning is well established in both the animal and human learning literature ([@B15]; [@B12]; see also [@B48]; [@B1]; [@B33]). [@B15] found that consistency between the context present at training (encoding) and the context present at test facilitates memory retrieval. The benefit of contextual consistency has also been found in studies of infants using the mobile conjugate reinforcement procedure (e.g., [@B14]) and a deferred imitation paradigm ([@B29]). While the context and cues are often discussed experimentally as separate and relatively independent entities, early in development context and cues are thought to be parts of a single encoded event ([@B62]). When these parts are congruent, object recognition should be more precise ([@B44]). Thus, children may be better able to identify a fish in the ocean than on a mountaintop, or against a solid (non-specific) background.

An encoded event is generally seen as the result of memory binding. Memory binding is the process of encoding the relations among stimuli that co-occur spatially or temporally ([@B20]). This process is critical to the ability to integrate visual background context into a memory for central foreground object details. There is a long developmental trajectory of memory binding across childhood that has been linked to hippocampal development ([@B47]; [@B45]), but investigation across early childhood has not been systematic due to differences in approaches and measurement across age.

Early in development, cue information appears to be inextricably bound to other memory attributes, including attributes of the context in which the event occurs, such as the background scene, making transfer of learning outside a particular context challenging ([@B62]). [@B12] reported that infants' memory retrieval was robust in the presence of the training context, but degraded when the context was changed or removed. Additional work has demonstrated that memory retrieval of 6-month-olds is highly context-specific, such that a contextual change (i.e., original mobile cue in a novel context) disrupts retention following as little as a 24-h delay ([@B14]; [@B27]). Development then is characterized by a decrease in contextualized learning and a subsequent increase in flexibility of memories to withstand changes in context.

[@B29] found similar effects with 6-month-olds using a deferred imitation paradigm. They found that when the context changed between demonstration and test (e.g., from home to laboratory), 6-month-old infants were no longer able to imitate the target actions, while older children, 12- and 18-month-olds, were successful at transferring learning across a context change from the home to the laboratory setting. These studies suggest that learning is highly context-specific early in infancy, and that context features might bind with other memory attributes to form a single cue representation. [@B28] noted that this high degree of memory specificity constrains memory flexibility and generalization of learning to new settings, and argued that the ability to use memory more flexibly develops across infancy and childhood.

Memory binding has also been examined using visual recognition memory paradigms during infancy and has revealed evidence of fragile memory binding ([@B49]). Using precise eye-tracking techniques, [@B49] demonstrated that infants could encode memories based on relationships between images. However, with age-dependent experience, children learn to disregard or de-emphasize less relevant contextual information and focus more on central cues ([@B13]). An increase in hippocampal volume in infancy may help explain the rapid changes in memory binding ([@B45]). By age 2, there is a shift in spatial coding and representation as children are able to encode multiple spatial locations and maintain them across a delay ([@B60]).

Less work investigating the memory binding capacities of toddlers is available. Studies with 4- to 6-year-olds have used protocols adapted from studies of adults. In particular, children display difficulty with tasks that involve reporting the combination of visual foreground object and contextual background cues, suggesting that memory binding continues to develop into the preschool years ([@B59]; [@B35]). Specifically, there were age-related increases in performance between 4 and 6 years ([@B35]). There were also age-related differences between children and adults; 4- to 6-year-old children performed significantly worse on the combined condition than adults ([@B59]). One possible explanation for the poor performance of 4- to 6-year-olds in these studies was memory binding or retrieval deficits, but another possibility is that the task (verbal report) was too taxing for this age range. A non-verbal measure is likely to provide a better index of memory binding in younger children.

More recently, [@B42] used an episodic memory search paradigm to examine memory binding in young children, and found systematic age-related increases in search performance among 15- to 72-month-olds. Older children remembered more items (toys) across different rooms (contexts). Younger children (under 26 months) remembered more locations when they were given a label than when they were not, but older children (34- to 56-month-olds) did not benefit from a label cue. Other studies have demonstrated that the scale of the contextual cue also critically determines whether toddlers will use the cue effectively or not. For example, [@B22] demonstrated that transfer from a small-scale model to a larger-scale model was significantly easier than transfer from a small-scale model to a real room and vice versa for 2.5- and 3-year-olds. In the present study, we therefore reduced the demands on toddlers by testing them with fewer items and by testing the effect of contextual cues on transfer within a much smaller space.

Taken together, the studies discussed above demonstrate age-related changes in memory binding and processing of contextual cues from infancy to school-age. These changes are associated with a host of developmental changes in memory processing. Older children have better memory capabilities; that is, they encode more efficiently and are better able to equate and integrate information across different contexts compared to younger children, showing better memory flexibility across time ([@B28]; [@B4]). Contextual cues may be weighted and bound differently as a function of age and complexity ([@B22]; [@B45]). Infants may encode background contextual information at the expense of central information, resulting in disruption in memory processing when the context changes (e.g., [@B14]; [@B54]; [@B12]; [@B29]). Toddlers may progress from fused memory representations that have both central and background information, to memory representations that contain primarily central cue information, resulting in neither a disruptive nor a facilitative effect of context. Later in development, they may progress to more flexible adult-like memory that has both background and central information stored in a relational network that can be accessed depending upon the specific situation ([@B59]; [@B35]; [@B45]).

Effect of Visually Meaningful Cues on Memory
--------------------------------------------

Manipulations of context in the research discussed above were highly distinctive (large changes to brightly colored crib liners, different physical locations), but not *iconic*. An iconic -- or semantically related -- visual context is thought to tap into the rich background knowledge and the extensive visual experience of the observer, and thus facilitate performance ([@B55]; [@B46]). An example would be depicting a car on a street, as compared to an arbitrary context ([@B8]; [@B44]). A related visual context can direct spatial attention to important features in a display and facilitate adult memory for a visual context ([@B19]). This is especially relevant during early childhood as visual context may be a semantically meaningful cue for young children, who have a smaller verbal semantic network available to them. A semantically meaningful context has been shown to facilitate recognition and object search in 2-year-olds ([@B46]). Finally, 24-month-olds perform significantly more target actions from a picture book when drawings are iconic photographs than when they are line drawings ([@B55]). The potential advantage conveyed by related context may be especially relevant during early childhood, as contextual cues may increase the probability of retrieving a semantically meaningful target. Young children have a smaller verbal semantic network available to them, and thus the presence of an iconic visual context may produce a greater level of performance increase by providing more cues with which to access the memory. The role that visual context -- specifically semantically meaningful scenes -- plays on learning and memory in toddlers is explored here.

The Present Study
-----------------

The present study adopted methodology from [@B23], using the same 3-piece boat and fish puzzle apparatus. The primary research question was whether the presence of a semantically meaningful visual context would ameliorate the transfer deficit on the puzzle imitation task. The reproduction of demonstrated gestures and final goal state of the puzzle (fish or boat) during the task, were coded in the present study. Groups of 2- and 2.5-year-old children were tested on the puzzle imitation task following a live or video demonstration. These ages were selected because the [@B23] test demonstrated that performance in this age range is neither at floor nor at ceiling for the puzzle task. Half of the children were assigned to a meaningful semantic context condition and the other half were not. Performance was compared to baseline controls that never saw a demonstration. The current study extends previous work by manipulating the presence of a semantically meaningful context to examine whether increasing semantic congruence can ameliorate the transfer deficit.

We sought to link context to confines of a smaller space than previous memory binding studies in large rooms ([@B42]) using a task that 2- to 3-year-olds has been successful on. Additionally, we intended to extend previous work on the transfer deficit to include the role of context. Consistent with the memory binding accounts of context, we hypothesized that the presence of a visual semantic context (i.e., ocean) would facilitate imitation of a demonstrated goal and gestures. Given previously documented age-related changes in imitation on this task ([@B23]), we hypothesized that older children would be more successful in transfer tasks compared to younger children. Furthermore, applying the transfer deficit concept ([@B3], [@B4]) to this design, we predicted that the addition of a semantically meaningful visual context would ameliorate the transfer deficit.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

The study included 165 typically developing children (87 boys) from two metropolitan areas. Independent groups of children were tested at 2 years (*N* = 88, *M* age = 24 months 16 days, SD = 11.46 days, range 23--25 months) and 2.5 years (*N* = *77*, *M* age = 30 months 16 days, SD = 25 days, range 28--31 months). Participants were primarily Caucasian (79.9%) and from college-educated families (*M* years of education = 17.26, SD *=* 1.26). The remaining 20% of the sample included the following races: Mixed (14.6%), African--American (1.8%), Asian (0.9%), and not reported (2.8%). Additionally, 6.5% of the sample was Latino. The mean rank of socioeconomic index (SEI; [@B41]) was 74.14 (SD = 19.12) based on 127 families (76%). Additional children were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons: eight due to experimenter error, three for technical error, five for failure to interact with the experimental stimuli, 14 due to parental interference, and 20 for interacting with the stimuli prior to test.

Apparatus
---------

This study used a metal board inserted into a rectangular black case. The case was 35 cm tall, 42 cm wide, and 23 cm deep. The metal board could be easily slid in and out of the black case. The black case behind the metal board contained an LCD monitor that was only visible when the metal board was not in place (see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The metal board was either completely school bus yellow or displayed a cartoon of the ocean. The caricature of the ocean had a light blue sky, with dark blue waves representing the ocean, and a yellow sun located at the center left of the sky. The sun was composed of one semi-circle and three triangles (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

![**The image on the far left depicts the apparatus with the video image displayed.** The center image depicts the apparatus with both the magnet board and video screen. The image on the far right depicts the magnet board with the boat puzzle pieces affixed to magnet board.](fpsyg-06-00561-g001){#F1}

![**(Left)** Context condition. The cluster of four images on the left shows the stimuli with the ocean background. **(Right)** No context condition. The cluster of four images on the right shows the stimuli with the schoolbus-yellow background. Within each context, **(A)** shows the starting position of the stimuli for the boat at the top and fish at the bottom and **(B)** shows the end position for each puzzle.](fpsyg-06-00561-g002){#F2}

Stimuli
-------

The stimuli consisted of three magnet pieces that were various shapes and colors but were the same thickness (0.5 cm). These magnets were strong enough that they stuck to the metal board, but they were weak enough so that they could be easily moved around. The pieces, when moved and connected correctly, formed either a "boat" or a "fish." At the beginning of the trial, each piece was placed in a different corner of the metal board. For each puzzle, there were two predetermined placements for the pieces.

### Boat

The boat puzzle consisted of three pieces: one red right triangle piece and one orange right triangle piece that represented the sails of the sailboat, and one trapezoid piece with a long thin rectangle attached at the center that represented the hull and the mask of the sail boat (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

### Fish

The fish puzzle consisted of three pieces: one green moon shaped piece that represented the head of the fish, one purple pentagon piece that represented the body of the fish, and one blue moon shaped piece that represented the tail of the fish (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

Vocabulary and Demographics Information
---------------------------------------

The caregiver was asked to complete a general information questionnaire (assessing SES, parental education, childcare, and language) as well as the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory: Words and Sentences Short Form (MCDI) to measure children's productive vocabulary ([@B24]).

Design
------

Children were randomly assigned to independent groups in order to conduct a 3 (Condition: Live, Video, Baseline) × 2 (Context: no context or context) × 2 (Age: 2.0 or 2.5 years) between-subjects design. Stimulus type (boat or fish) was counterbalanced across participants. The pieces for each stimulus set were placed in one of two arbitrarily predetermined positions that were counterbalanced across participants. Children in the baseline group did not receive a demonstration session and thus were not exposed to the stimuli until the start of the test phase.

Procedure
---------

All protocols were approved by the Georgetown and Binghamton University IRBs. Testing primarily occurred in the home and a small subset (*n* = 39) was tested in the laboratory. The protocol was described to parents prior to obtaining informed consent from all parents. All of the children in the study were given a brief (5--10 min) warm up play session to ensure that they were familiar and comfortable with the experimenter. The apparatus was placed on a small table about one foot high. Before the task began, the apparatus was covered by a black cloth.

### Live Demonstration Groups

The pieces were placed on the board behind the black cloth. The experimenter lifted the cloth and showed the toddler how to put the magnet pieces together to make the "boat" or "fish." The experimenter slid each piece by putting two fingers on the center of the piece. Every time a piece was moved, the experimenter made non-specific, fully scripted comments ("Look at this!," "What was that?," and "Isn't that fun?") to orient the child to the demonstration. After moving the pieces into place to create the "boat" or the "fish," the experimenter covered the apparatus with the black cloth and moved the pieces back into their original locations. The demonstration was repeated three times in total; the three demonstrations together lasted approximately 50 s. After the demonstration was finished the experimenter covered the apparatus with the black cloth again and placed the pieces back into their original locations.

### Video Demonstration Group

For this group the apparatus had the metal board removed. The experimenter lifted the cloth to reveal a monitor and played a video of another experimenter demonstrating how to put the puzzle together with the semantically meaningful context. The experimenter in the video presented the same demonstration as the experimenter in the live demonstration condition, including the use of the same scripted language. The video lasts 60 s. After the video was finished, the experimenter inserted the metal board back into the apparatus case, put the black cloth in front of the board, and placed the pieces on the board.

### Test Phase

The test phase was the same for the video, live, and baseline groups. A short delay occurred between the end of the demonstration and the start of test. The transition was slightly longer in the transfer condition from video to magnet board (*M* = 23.12 s) than the no transfer condition resetting the pieces on the magnet (*M* = 6.81 s). The experimenter then lifted the black cloth up away from the apparatus and told the child "Now it's your turn!" The test lasted 60 s from the first time the child touched the magnet board or any of the magnet pieces. Following the 60 s test period, the experimenter conducted a manipulation check (demonstrated the target actions one time) and then gave the child the opportunity to reproduce them. The purpose of the manipulation check was to confirm that children were capable of sliding the puzzle pieces. As part of the manipulation check, experimenters asked the child, "What did you make?" (see labeling section) to assess whether children could identify the final puzzle state as a boat or fish. The purpose of the baseline was to assess whether children spontaneously produced the target gestures or goal of connecting the puzzle pieces when they are presented with the stimuli without a demonstration.

Results
=======

Coding
------

Imitation is operationally defined as duplicating the demonstrated actions at a rate significantly above baseline.

### On-Task Behaviors

Each contact with a puzzle piece (beginning when a piece was touched and ending when the touch ended) was coded. Each contact was coded along two dimensions: gesture and goal. On-task behaviors excluded exploratory play (interactions where the piece was removed from the board for more than 3 s) and micro-gestures (a piece was 'nudged,' meaning that it was moved less than 1/6 of the board) that did not result in any type of connection.

### Gesture Coding

Coded actions included the following categories of gestures: *correct slide*, *incorrect slide*, *strategy switch*, and *pick up and move*.

### Goal Coding

Coded actions that connected puzzle pieces included the following categories of goals: *correct connection, target error connection,* and *connect other*. Based on 30% of all test sessions rescored by a second coder, inter-rater reliability was very good (kappas on each of the subscales; κ~gesture~ = 0.76, κ~goal~ = 0.81).

The coded goals and gestures were used to compute four dependent measures (gesture imitation, action fidelity, goal imitation, and goal efficiency). Analyses of gesture imitation and action fidelity (both derived from gesture-coded actions) are presented first followed by analyses of goal imitation and goal efficiency (both derived from goal-directed actions). The coding of action fidelity and goal efficiency is included to more precisely characterize the participants' overall behavior during the test phase. Additionally, labeling performance and a vocabulary measure based on parental report (MCDI) was coded. **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** shows the mean proportion score for each dependent measure for each condition and age group.

###### 

Mean proportions and SEs for each dependent measure across age, transfer type, and context.

  Measures                                                                                                                             
  -------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Baseline             None          0.06 (0.03)   0.08 (0.06)   0.07 (0.04)   0.05 (0.03)   0.00 (0.00)   0.00 (0.00)   0.00 (0.00)   0.00 (0.00)
                       Ocean         0.00 (0.00)   0.14 (0.06)   0.00 (0.00)   0.11 (0.06)   0.00 (0.00)   0.04 (0.04)   0.00 (0.00)   0.03 (0.03)
  Video                None          0.24 (0.11)   0.12 (0.06)   0.11 (0.06)   0.05 (0.03)   0.23 (0.12)   0.39 (0.13)   0.16 (0.10)   0.25 (0.10)
                       Ocean         0.19 (0.08)   0.25 (0.09)   0.08 (0.04)   0.10 (0.05)   0.32 (0.12)   0.42 (0.15)   0.22 (0.09)   0.36 (0.13)
  Live                 None          0.40 (0.09)   0.28 (0.08)   0.24 (0.07)   0.24 (0.07)   0.24 (0.09)   0.81 (0.09)   0.11 (0.05)   0.42 (0.08)
                       Ocean         0.45 (0.09)   0.31 (0.10)   0.36 (0.08)   0.12 (0.04)   0.61 (0.12)   0.57 (0.13)   0.25 (0.06)   0.24 (0.06)
  **Measure totals**   0.23 (0.04)   0.20 (0.03)   0.15 (0.03)   0.11 (0.02)   0.23 (0.04)   0.38 (0.05)   0.12 (0.03)   0.22 (0.04)   

### Gesture Imitation Score

Following [@B23], children received credit for each target puzzle piece that they correctly slid, up to a maximum of 3, during the 60 s test period. The resulting gesture imitation score was then converted to a proportion to allow for cross measure comparison. No additional points were given for multiple correct slides with the same puzzle piece.

### Action Fidelity Score

To assess the rate at which correct slides were reproduced relative to other, less faithful actions, an action fidelity measure was calculated by taking the sum of all correct slides produced in the testing period (prior to reset following first puzzle completion) and dividing by all on-task behaviors produced (prior to reset following first puzzle completion). Higher proportions indicate more faithful reproduction of demonstrated actions; lower proportions indicate increasing numbers of non-demonstrated actions were produced during the test.

### Goal Imitation Score

Following [@B23], children received one point for each correct connection (maximum = 2). As with the gesture imitation score, the goal imitation score was then converted to a proportion (out of two). The goal imitation score is distinct from the gesture imitation and the action fidelity scores in that if a child used an incorrect gesture to correctly connect two puzzle pieces, they still received a point for the goal.

### Goal Efficiency Score

This measure is calculated as all correct connections performed as a proportion of all on-task behaviors prior to first puzzle completion. This measure allows participants to be classified on a continuum, with higher proportions being indicative of highly efficient puzzle reproduction on one end to failure to reproduce the puzzle at all on the other end. For example, for the boat puzzle, a child might simply move the two sails to most efficiently complete the puzzle, but another child might imitate by first moving the brown mast and then the sails. Even less efficiently, another child may produce 20 on-task behaviors in the course of making the puzzle.

### Vocabulary Measure

For the MCDI parental report questionnaire, percentile rank scores were calculated from raw scores using age and gender norms ([@B24]). The mean percentile ranks were in the average range for 2 year olds (*M* = 42.31, SD = 30.59) and for 2.5-year-olds (*M* = 38.11, SD = 27.05).

### Labeling

Coders recorded if the child generated the object label, either "fish" or "boat" (or synonyms of the object), and when identification first occurred, either during the demonstration, test, or post-test phase with minimal prompting (i.e., "What did you make?"). A score of 0 was given if no label was produced during any phase; a score of 1 was given if a child produced a label during any phase. Parental report from the MCDI collected prior to test indicated that the majority of children had fish (79%) and boat (85%) in their vocabulary.

Data Analysis Plan
------------------

First we conducted a preliminary analysis on experimental groups on each of the four dependent measures (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Next we assessed whether performance between groups, both experimental and baseline, differ as a function of age (2.0, 2.5 years), transfer type (video, live), and context (ocean, none). Third, excluding baseline participants, we conducted a first order correlational analysis to assess which of our demographic factors, experimental conditions, labeling behavior, and vocabulary were associated with performance on the four dependent measures (see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). Based on the pattern of results in our correlational analysis, we conducted a multivariate linear regression on the goal imitation measure (see **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**).

###### 

First order correlation between context, stimulus, age, gender, labeling, and the four dependent variables.

                       Goal imitation   Goal efficiency   Gesture imitation   Action fidelity   Transfer   Context   Age       Gender        Stimulus    Label
  -------------------- ---------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ---------- --------- --------- ------------- ----------- -------
  Goal efficiency      0.854^∗∗^        --                --                  --                --         --        --        --            --          --
  Gesture imitation    0.169            0.014             --                  --                --         --        --        --            --          --
  Action fidelity      0.198^∗^         0.058             0.772^∗∗^           --                --         --        --        --            --          --
  Transfer condition   --0.202^∗^       0.009             --0.260^∗∗^         --0.336^∗∗^       --         --        --        --            --          --
  Context              0.088            0.063             0.044               --0.012           0.064      --        --        --            --          --
  Age                  0.202^∗^         0.201^∗^          --0.161             --0.178           0.060      0.009     --        --            --          --
  Gender               0.013            0.033             --0.060             --0.070           --0.006    0.009     --0.063   --            --          --
  Stimulus type        0.359^∗∗^        0.397^∗∗^         --0.127             --0.040           0.114      0.064     0.061     --0.118       --          --
  Labeling             0.122            0.204^∗^          --0.004             --0.006           0.005      0.083     0.187     --0.210^∗∗^   0.315^∗∗^   --
  MCDI                 0.187            0.251^∗∗^         0.116               0.195^∗^          0.116      0.074     --0.108   --0.168       0.232^∗^    0.101

∗

p

≤ 0.05,

∗∗

p

≤ 0.01.

###### 

The regression models for goal imitation and gesture imitation performance.

                        Goal imitation           Gesture imitation                                            
  --------------------- ---------------- ------- ------------------- ------------ --------- ------- --------- -----------
  (Constant)            0.443            0.039                       11.33^∗∗^    0.287     0.031             9.15^∗∗^
  Transfer              --0.246          0.079   --0.264             --3.10^∗∗^   --0.167   0.064   --0.246   --2.62^∗^
  Context               0.082            0.079   0.088               1.04         0.052     0.063   0.078     0.826
  Age                   0.203            0.080   0.219               2.54^∗^      --0.094   0.064   --0.140   --1.47
  Stimulus              0.365            0.083   0.394               4.38^∗∗^     --0.068   0.067   --0.101   --1.02
  Labeling              --0.055          0.086   --0.057             --0.63       0.035     0.069   0.050     0.500
  Transfer × labeling   0.400            0.165   0.209               2.43^∗^      0.199     0.132   0.144     1.51
  Transfer × age        --0.211          0.161   --0.113             --1.31       0.038     0.129   0.028     0.292

∗

p

≤ 0.05,

∗∗

p

≤ 0.01.

Preliminary analyses
--------------------

Preliminary analyses on gesture imitation and action fidelity revealed no main effects of gender, stimulus type, or latency between the demonstration and test session and only entered one interaction, which did not survive follow-up analyses. Therefore, gender, stimulus, and latency between demonstration and test will not be considered further for gesture imitation or action fidelity.

Preliminary analyses on goal imitation and goal efficiency, revealed no main effects of gender or latency between the demonstration and test session. These variables only entered one interaction, which did not survive follow-up analyses. For goal imitation, stimulus type did enter into significant 2-way interactions and will be analyzed further. There was a main effect of stimulus type, *F*(1,95) = 18.82, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.17, and an interaction between context and stimulus type, *F*(1,95) = 5.90, *p* \< 0.05, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.06; performance was highest for the boat puzzle in the ocean context (*M* = 0.74, SD = 0.42), which was significantly higher than the boat without context (*M* = 0.50, SD = 0.48), *p* \< 0.01. Performance with the fish puzzle was not affected by context (context: *M* = 0.33, SD = 0.43; none: *M* = 0.22, SD = 0.38; see **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). A similar pattern of results emerged for goal efficiency. These effects involving stimulus type will be discussed further; see Correlational analysis section.

![**The effect of context and stimulus type on goal proportion score**.](fpsyg-06-00561-g003){#F3}

Gesture Imitation and Action Fidelity Analysis
----------------------------------------------

### Gesture Imitation

A 3 (transfer type: baseline, video, live) × 2 (age: 2.0, 2.5 years) × 2 (context: ocean, none) ANOVA on gesture imitation yielded a main effect of transfer type, *F*(2,153) = 14.45, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.16. Gesture imitation following a 'live' demonstration (*M* = 0.37, SD = 0.35) was significantly higher than following a video demonstration (*M* = 0.20, SD = 0.30), which did not differ from baseline (*M* = 0.07, SD = 0.16). There was no main effect of age, *F* \< 1, or context, *F* \< 1, and no significant interactions.

### Action Fidelity

A 3 (transfer type: baseline, video, live) × 2 (age: 2.0, 2.5 years) × 2 (context: ocean, none) ANOVA on action fidelity revealed a main effect of transfer type, *F*(2,153) = 13.99, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.15. As with gesture imitation, action fidelity was higher following live (*M* = 0.24, SD = 0.27) than video demonstrations (*M* = 0.08, SD = 0.14) and baseline (*M* = 0.06, SD = 0.14). Again, the video group did not significantly exceed baseline performance, a clear demonstration of poor learning from video. Neither age nor context were significant (*F* \< 1), but a 3-way interaction between age, transfer type and context was observed; *F*(2,153) = 3.74, *p* \< 0.05, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.05. To follow up this 3-way interaction, we conducted Tukey HSD *post hoc* tests (*p* \< 0.01). There were no differences among the baseline and video groups. Among the live demonstration groups, although it did not reach statistical significance, the effect appears to be driven by the 2-year-old context group (*M* = 0.36, SD = 0.30) that showed elevated action fidelity performance relative to the other groups: 2- and 2.5-year-olds without context (2.0: *M* = 0.24, SD = 0.32; 2.5: *M* = 0.24, SD = 0.26) and 2.5-year-olds with context (*M* = 0.12, SD = 0.14). In summary, these analyses indicate that context did not ameliorate the transfer deficit.

Goal Imitation Score and Goal Efficiency Score Analysis
-------------------------------------------------------

### Goal Imitation

A 3 (transfer type: baseline, video, live) × 2 (age: 2.0, 2.5 years) × 2 (context: ocean, none) ANOVA performed on goal imitation yielded a main effect of age, *F*(1,153) = 5.96, *p* \< 0.05, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.04, and transfer type, *F*(2,153) = 31.60, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.29, but no effect of context (*F* \< 1). A follow-up Tukey HSD test on transfer type demonstrated a clear transfer deficit; the live demonstration group imitated significantly more goal actions (*M* = 0.52, SD = 0.45) compared to the video group (*M* = 0.34, SD = 0.46), which was above baseline levels (*M* = 0.01, SD = 0.07). This effect was qualified by a significant three-way interaction between age, context, and condition, *F*(2,153) = 3.20, *p* \< 0.05, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.04. To follow-up the 3-way interaction, we conducted Tukey HSD *post hoc* tests (*p* \< 0.01). The 3-way effect was largely confined to an age-related difference in the live condition; 2-year-olds who received a context-backed demonstration (*M* = 0.61, SD = 0.45) showed higher goal performance relative to all other groups involving 2-year-olds (*M*'s ranged from 0.23--0.32). 2.5-year-olds showed the standard transfer deficit, with live conditions eliciting generally better performance than video conditions. The baseline conditions did not significantly rise above zero. Importantly, the addition of context did not ameliorate the transfer deficit at either age.

### Goal Efficiency

A 3 (transfer type: baseline, video, live) × 2 (age: 2.0, 2.5 years) × 2 (context: ocean, none) ANOVA on goal imitation produced a main effect of age, *F*(1,153) = 5.28, *p* \< 0.05, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.03 and condition, *F*(2,153) = 16.55, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.18; live (*M* = 0.24, SD = 0.26) and video (*M* = 0.25, SD = 0.37) groups did not differ from one another, but both were significantly above baseline (*M* = 0.01, SD = 0.04). No other main effects or interactions emerged.

Correlational Analysis
----------------------

In order to assess which factors were associated with imitation performance across the four dependent measures, a first-order correlation matrix was constructed. This included demographic factors, experimental factors, and naming and vocabulary variables. Review of the correlation matrix reveals that gesture imitation and action fidelity, not surprisingly, are associated with one another, *r*(109) = 0.77, *p* \< 0.01, but are associated with few of the other variables except for transfer. Goal imitation and goal efficiency, as expected, are also associated with one another, *r*(109) = 0.85, *p* \< 0.01. These two are also associated with action fidelity, age, transfer, and stimulus type. This pattern of results suggests that factors predicting goal imitation may differ from those predicting gesture imitations. To explore this idea further, a regression model with goal imitation as the outcome variable was constructed. A second model was constructed with gesture imitation using the same predictors as well, to enable examination of these measures separately.

### Predicting Goal Imitation

This analysis was conducted to identify factors associated with enhanced transfer performance. Transfer type (live, video), context (none or ocean), stimulus type (fish or boat), age (2, 2.5 years) and labeling (yes or no) were included in a multivariate linear regression on goal imitation performance. A labeling × transfer interaction term and age × transfer interaction term were entered simultaneously as well. All predictor means were centered. Interaction terms were calculated using the centered means. Although a number of first order correlations were significant (see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**), there was no multi-collinearity in the model; VIFs range from 1.03 to 1.16. Given that our prior ANOVA analyses had previously determined that neither context nor stimulus entered into significant interactions with transfer, these interaction terms were not included in the final regression model. Results from the regression are presented in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**. The overall model was significant, *F*(7,101) = 5.67, *p* \< 0.001, *R* = 0.53, *R*^2^ = 0.28. As expected, transfer type (live, video) was a significant predictor, indicating the transfer deficit. There was a main effect of age; older children showed higher goal imitation overall, and of stimulus type (fish, boat), demonstrating that children connected more pieces with the boat puzzle than the fish puzzle, an effect that has been reported in prior work.

Labeling alone did not predict goal imitation. There was, however, a significant interaction between transfer type and labeling: The advantage of a self-generated label was 0.40 points greater when it was combined with the transfer condition than when it was not. Follow-up regressions were conducted to examine the simple slopes for toddlers who had labeled and those who had not, as a function of transfer. Although there was a significantly negative effect when children did not self-generate a label, *F*(1,66) = 7.53, *p* \< 0.04, *B* = --0.29, β = --0.32, there was no difference in the slope when children did generate a label, *F*(1,42) \< 1. This analysis supports the interpretation that the *ability to label enabled these children to make the far transfer "jump."* Thus, the impact of the transfer deficit was ameliorated for children who generated an object label during the test phase. The transfer type by self-generated label interaction is depicted in **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**. As shown, children in the far transfer (video) condition who generated a label for the puzzle produced significantly higher imitation scores than children in the video condition who did not (see **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). No other effects were significant.

![**Goal imitation proportion as a function of transfer condition (near live or far video condition) and production of self-generated label**.](fpsyg-06-00561-g004){#F4}

The same model was marginally significant for gesture imitation, *F*(7,101) = 2.10, *p* = 0.051, *R* = 0.36, *R*^2^ = 0.13. As shown in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**, transfer type was the only significant predictor, once again demonstrating that performance of the video group was significantly worse than the live group. No other associations were significant, including interaction terms. Comparison of the models suggests that factors that reduce the transfer deficit for goal imitation are not the same as for gesture imitation. Other models including additional interaction terms were conducted, but these interactions were not significant and the overall model did not explain more of the variance.

General Discussion
==================

Consistent with previous findings, this study showed that young children displayed a significant transfer deficit. Two- and 2.5-year-old children who received a video demonstration reproduced significantly fewer gestures and goals than children receiving a live demonstration. Consistent with our hypothesis, we did find an age-related effect of context in the live condition. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found that the addition of a semantically meaningful visual context did not ameliorate the transfer deficit. Importantly though, the context did not interfere with learning either. This finding is consistent with a point in development where children may form representations that contain primarily central cue information, resulting in neither a disruptive nor a facilitative effect of background context. There were individual differences in self-generation of a label that were associated with better performance for the transfer group on the puzzle task.

Rather than being impacted by context, the transfer deficit was ameliorated when children were able to generate a verbal label for the puzzle. There was a significant positive correlation between a child's ability to generate a label for the completed puzzle and their ability to correctly connect the puzzle pieces (goal proportion). This labeling effect only facilitated performance for children in the video group, however. That is, it was the self-generated labeling of the object, and not the semantically relevant context that facilitated transfer of goal learning, highlighting the importance of a pre-existing object representation that facilitated transfer across 2D and 3D demonstration and test phases. This finding adds to the growing body of research suggesting that self-generating the object label enhances young children's performance (e.g., [@B38]). Other studies have also demonstrated that vocabulary size predicts object recognition, such as in [@B61], who reported a positive correlation between language and recognition. Smith found that although 18- to 24-month-olds (with smaller vocabularies) and children (with larger vocabularies) were able to recognize richly detailed instances of an object equally well, children with smaller *noun* vocabularies performed at chance levels when presented with a more perceptually challenging recognition task that included less iconic images of shapes. [@B58] used a 'magic shrinking machine' task to assess children's understanding of the actions required to operate the box and objects that were made smaller, following a long delay. Their results, that children's verbal reports following the delay matched their verbal skill during the encoding event rather than their verbal skill when tested 6 months or one year later ([@B58]), highlight the importance of children's productive vocabulary at the time of encoding.

Taken together, prior research suggests that object labels may help establish abstract and dual representations of objects, as well as direct attention to relevant task details ([@B38]). This research is consistent with our finding that the label serves as an effective retrieval cue for children in the present study on a far transfer task. Language can enhance recognition and learning under perceptually impoverished conditions and high cognitive load. Transfer distance increases cognitive load and the label acts as a cue that facilitates both encoding and retrieval ([@B58]; [@B30]; [@B66]; [@B38]).

Corresponding research on experimenter-generated verbal cues suggests that these cues are not as robust under challenging learning conditions. [@B7] found support for the argument that congruent experimenter-generated language cues facilitated imitation performance in 1-year-olds (see also [@B26]). These results suggest that the use of relevant language enhances object recognition and imitation under conditions where there is no transfer. The same was not necessarily true, however, for a transfer task. [@B70] found that neither a nonsense nor a meaningful object label facilitated 15-month-olds' imitation on a touchscreen transfer task (2D to 3D or 3D to 2D). There are, however, age-related differences in the effectiveness of verbal cues. Studies of narration effects are important to consider as verbal cues have semantic or referential meaning and may be more effective retrieval cues than non-verbal auditory cues. Studies of the effect of narrative cues during an imitation task with 18- and 24-month-olds suggest infants can imitate from TV or books when verbal descriptions are not available. Additionally they can rely on verbal cues when images of the objects are absent ([@B57]). There is likely to be a bidirectional effect whereby language affects learning and vice versa. Language development is also associated with domain-general processes such as individual differences in working memory and long-term retention. Understanding how these factors are related to transfer learning requires further empirical investigation.

The label may not be the only factor that facilitates transfer. The presence of the label suggests that the child possesses a representation of the object; not just as a single encoded exemplar, but rather, what [@B52] first called an *entry level category*. This indicates that the child possesses a generalizable representation of "boat" or "fish" in the present test, potentially allowing these children to access this category from either the 2D image or the 3D puzzle, in agreement with [@B28] concept of memory flexibility. In other words, the children do not have to recognize the two instantiations as the same thing precisely, but only as exemplars of the same category. The stimulus effects described above (the boat puzzle, in general, invoked better performance than the fish puzzle, and ameliorated the transfer deficit when the child could produce the label) supports the argument that construction of the puzzle, independent of the other manipulations, affected access to a representation. The boat puzzle, with its clearly parsed sails and recognizable mast, displays a set of parts that map onto a mid-level visual representation of the type described by [@B9]; [@B31]; see also [@B53]; [@B10]; [@B11]). The puzzle pieces that make up the fish, however, do not clearly correspond to certain recognizable parts of a fish (head or fins). Further, the pieces are of different colors, which are highly unlikely to correspond to any prior 'fish' exemplars that the majority of the children tested would have experienced, making access to a category more difficult even in cases where a child does possess such a category. This interpretation is bolstered by the finding that the presentation of context facilitated performance when the boat, but not the fish puzzle, was demonstrated.

In the present study, individual differences in the self-generated labels were associated with transfer performance. This outcome provides a potential explanation for how the semantic context facilitated performance on the puzzle task. This interpretation has limitations. It is possible that children who did not generate the label spontaneously may have known the label but did not express it, or that they may still benefit from a label or verbal cue being provided by the experimenter during the demonstration. Future studies could address this systematically by including labels during the demonstration phase. Also, future studies should seek to investigate whether other individual differences such as working memory or experience with puzzles are associated with performance.

Experimenter-generated nonverbal cues (i.e., visual context) in the present study did not reduce the transfer deficit but did improve overall goal performance. The lack of a main effect of nonverbal semantic context was surprising, but is consistent with similar difficulty in utilization of experimenter-generated verbal cues as discussed above and with the (non-iconic) perceptual properties of the "ocean" context used in the present study. Alternatively, this lack of a semantic context effect could be explained by accounts of developmental changes in memory binding. Research on memory binding suggests that after infancy, central and peripheral details are no longer fused, and children may disregard peripheral and contextual information and focus on more central details. A more salient foreground object may prevent toddlers from utilizing the background cues available because these cues are less salient. Consequently, children may not automatically bind the context to the memory as they did earlier in development. The attention system may focus on central details with overall less binding, resulting in neither a facilitative nor a disruptive effect of context. Processing of central and peripheral details and binding may become more flexible with further development (e.g., [@B59]; [@B35]; [@B13]; [@B45]). This progression would ultimately result in a facilitatory effect of context without disruptive effects under conditions of context change. This progression may track developmental changes in the hippocampus ([@B45]; see also [@B18]; [@B39] for discussion of age-related decline in hippocampal functioning and flexible memory binding). The developmental trajectory of memory binding during early childhood requires additional empirical attention. Additional research is also necessary to ascertain whether older children use contextual information to form flexible adult-like memories that contain both background and central information that can be used under similar complex transfer learning conditions (see also [@B45]).

Other factors more proximal to the puzzle imitation task may have limited children's ability to utilize the contextual cues. Puzzle complexity in this task was high. It is important to note that to make our task ecologically valid we deliberately used cartoon-like and abstract representations for both the puzzle pieces and the background context. Many educational applications include animated (low iconicity) images because these images are easier to program. However, the lower iconicity of the context in the present task may have limited children's ability to utilize contextual cues. Future studies could include more iconic representations of both stimuli (boats and fish) and context (e.g., fins and eyes on the fish or photographic images of the ocean). There are also likely to be individual differences in attention to pieces, gestures, and the context background; assessing visual attention to the context and puzzle pieces using eye-tracking may prove fruitful in this regard. The present study adds to a growing body of literature showing that the transfer deficit persists into toddlerhood ([@B23], see also [@B37]; [@B40]). The ocean context facilitated completion of the boat puzzle relative to the fish puzzle. In addition, self-generated labeling of the puzzle (boat or fish) elevated goal performance of those in the video demonstration condition. This suggests that object identification can ameliorate the transfer deficit during toddlerhood. Understanding the nature of visuo-spatial integration ([@B16]; [@B36]; [@B32]) and spatial development more generally in early childhood has important implications for both parents and educators (see [@B34] for related discussion). This puzzle imitation far transfer task provides a unique opportunity to examine the role of multiple factors that influence cognitive development.
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